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The college of local authorities

Proposals for an agenda


Pierre Calame


The local elected authorities, who are in charge of administering and steering a territory (county, municipality, etc.), are at the heart of most contemporary challenges: ethical, technical, social, cultural, economic, political, and ecological. They are in a privileged position to feel the life of society. All or almost all issues concerning mankind have a local dimension. This shows the relevance of the Alliance’s “college” of local authorities, the relevance of collective reflection, of the prospects and proposals that will come out and that will go far beyond local democracy issues.

On the other way around, the local authorities, the society’s generalist practitioners par excellence, can not have a specialised opinion on all issues. Therefore, it will be useful to invite them to react to the proposals that emerge from other colleges and other thematic campaigns. In order to organise the reflection and the agenda, it is worthwhile reviewing the organisation of the Alliance’s thematic campaigns and to identify on this basis the issues where the added value of the college of local authorities would be particularly welcome.

The original organisation of campaigns is described in the text on the Alliance’s sector structure (see Annex 1). Since 1997, all campaigns were reorganised in four thematic lines (see the map of college themes, Annex 2):

·	Line no. 1, “representations”, brings together everything concerning values, knowledge, culture and communication: Ethics, science, technology, education, arts and culture, the media.

·	Line no. 2, “economy and society” involves everything that shapes the material life of human society: social and spatial organisation, production organisation, organisation of the exchanges of people, goods, services and money.

·	Line no. 3, “governance”, is concerned by the modalities of social regulation from the local level up to the global level. We find here as well rights and citizenship issues.

·	Finally, line no. 4, “connections between mankind and the biosphere” is self-explanatory: It deals with the insertion of human activities in the ecosystems, and with their impact, i.e. notably with issues concerning air, water, soils, energy and biodiversity.

The agenda of the college of local authorities and its thematic priorities shall be defined by college members themselves. The following paragraphs are only aimed at stirring up the debate.


Issues concerning line number 1: Representations

This line may seem at first sight somewhat crammed, since it includes all sorts of issues: ethics, the media, education, science, arts, and so on and so forth. In fact, it includes everything regarding our ways of thinking and learning, our ways of transmitting information, representations and knowledge, the grounds for living together.


Value systems

The involvement of local authorities in the evolution of value systems and in building a value system adapted to tomorrow’s world is located at several levels.

The first one is that of the ethical principles that should be the basis for the behaviour of local authorities themselves. An important campaign of the Alliance is devoted to the following issue: In order to administrate our planet tomorrow, we will need to get an agreement between the different civilisations, philosophical and religious traditions, professional and social milieus, on a number of common principles. A campaign of the Alliance is then working at drafting the Charter for a responsible, plural and united world. The presentation of the challenges of the Charter and the contents of current proposals are included in Annexes 3 and 4.

One of the Charter’s important dimensions involves stating for every individual and every milieu a balance between rights and duties, once we admit that everyone has a share of a common responsibility, according to his or her own power and knowledge. The Charter requires then a concrete translation that suits every milieu and that has to do with the nature of the responsibilities to be taken on. In fact a number of application works have already been undertaken in this way for the religious world, for the financial world, for the enterprise world, etc. The task for the college would be to confront the ethical principles derived from the experience of the local authorities with the general principles of the Charter, and to produce at the same time an ethical reference framework adapted to the local authorities, while enriching the Charter itself.

The second level of involvement of local authorities in ethical issues concerns the life of local society. Authorities face up directly to the evolution of attitudes and behaviours, for instance regarding the relationships between the individuals and the community, tolerance and respect for diversity. The stress between needed innovations and the needed respect for deep-rooted cultural traditions is also revealed at the local level in a very concrete way. Every local society implicitly hinges on a form of social contract, on a set of rules of the game, which govern life and society, in addition to the institutional responsibilities and rights. It would be interesting that local authorities seek to prefigure what can be, in the case of the territory they administer, the common ethical reference framework that could be the basis for tomorrow’s social contract.


Education

In most countries, local authorities are involved in education, at least during the first years of school. Quite often, this involvement is constrained to the financing of infrastructure or the salaries of school teachers, with no direct involvement in the curricula. However, at the same time, the local territory itself, whether urban or rural, is the matrix for the learning of children to the world and to the relationships with others. By means of the social or leisure activities, many municipalities get also involved in several modalities of education. Moreover, actually, local authorities would probably have even more to say. If, for example, we consider that one of the challenges of tomorrow’s education is to initiate children into the world’s complexity, then the best way to achieve this is by bringing them closer to the local reality. Likewise, the concrete initiation into cohabitation and tolerance or intolerance actually takes place in the management of the different cultural communities that inhabit the same territory.

Perhaps local authorities should have an active role in a deep reform of the education system, as wished by many people. In a number of countries of the South, this questioning adopts an even more brutal form. Besides the issue of liberating education, there is as well the problem of the school as a tool for distancing children from their own community, a separation that may be justified as long as the school is as well a passport for social promotion, but that falls apart as soon as this passport loses its value.

At the other end of the education system, the issue of the connection between territory and higher education is raised. Universities need to be led to fulfil their citizenship duties, their obligation to get involved in the actual challenges of societies, and certainly the best scale for this to take place is the city.


Science, technology and citizenship

The functioning of the territories, and notably that of the cities, is directly influenced by scientific and technical transformations. This is especially true in the case of the means of transport, but concerns as well the development of new information and communication technologies. The overall challenge here is to put these evolutions within the framework of democracy, namely, to enable citizens to debate both the orientation of scientific research and the social management of technology. The debate about the development of genetics and its consequences goes by and large beyond the local scene, yet this is not so in the case of people, goods and information circulation technologies. For instance, the reflection about the utilisation of Internet at the service of social cohesion and democracy should certainly be tackled at a local scale.


Art, culture and the city

What is the responsibility of local authorities vis-à-vis the transmission of beauty? To what extent the management of built and non-built patrimony is a major tool for the transmission and evolution of culture? Is art a merchandise just as any other to be made available to citizens through cultural services and museums or should it voice the perspectives of local society and be a constituent of the city?


Local authorities and the media

This is, just as anywhere else in politics, an important subject, but it is often reduced to knowing how a local authority can enhance his image before the eyes of the public. Actually, the issue is much more serious and broader. How do the media build the image of society itself? How, for example, through the way they give an account of the slums they contribute to produce their image not only in the mind of the others, but also in that of slum inhabitants themselves? Which could be the ethical and practical foundations for a dialogue between the local authorities and the media in order to build partnerships, all by respecting everyone’s responsibilities?


Issues concerning line number 2: society and economy

The more the society is globalised, the larger the scale of interdependence is and the more the issue of initiative capacity and therefore that of the responsibility of local authorities in the field of economy and society is raised. Amidst market globalisation, for example, are local authorities simple firemen and nurses in charge of dealing with exclusion or of reproducing the labour force for a productive system that lies outside their reach, or do they have a capability for action, and notably for creating new prospects and new partnerships? The Alliance’s campaign on regional management (Annex 5) is clearly inclined to the second hypothesis. More precisely, development alternatives are actually invented at the level of local territories. At this scale the bits and pieces of the impasses of current development modes can be challenged and the answers can begin to be invented. According to the campaign, this asks of course for another vision on the relationships between the local and the global levels, which involves in turn the construction of international networks ‑ this issue is discussed below, in the section on governance.

We will just make an overview of the related themes that could be included here:


Social organisation at the local level

Every local society, with its organisation, its hierarchies, its injustices and its solidarity is but a piece of a broader society. However, the experience shows to what extent local policies may be decisive in terms of social cohesion, intercultural cohabitation, and management of security and violence issues.

Likewise, we can notice, from one region to another, from one city to another, very different partnership traditions. The choice of housing and transport policies, the differentiated handling of different districts contribute as well to shape social organisation. The concept of “matrix society” has been proposed in the regional management campaign, in order to convey the idea that societies are increasingly organised by nation-wide or world-wide production branches, yet no social cohesion is possible unless other organising principles are created horizontally, at a local level, for rebuilding social relations.


Local authorities and spatial organisations

Local authorities play a decisive role, on account of the decisions they take about the organisation of society in space. According to what model? What do they consider as a liveable territory? How does this projection of society on the soil reflect the idea of responsibility, plurality and solidarity?


Organisation of urban time

The production system and the negotiations on labour rights located at larger spatial scales certainly shape the social time. Likewise, an important part of time organisation is certainly the expression of lifestyles and is beyond the reach or the initiative capacity of local authorities. However, by virtue of transport and public service organisation patterns, by virtue of the links between cities and rural areas, between the home and the workplace, by virtue of the very design of infrastructure, local authorities do have a substantial impact on society’s time. What vision do they have about the future in this domain? How are they preparing their own territory in view of this foresight?


The organisation of production and the role in the economic domain

In a society where services play an increasingly relevant role and where the need to limit the utilisation of non-renewable natural resources leads to the de-materialisation of the economy, local territories have a growing importance in the organisation of both production and exchanges. For example, the industrial ecology campaign (see Annex 6) bears witness to the crucial importance in the future of the local links between the different industries, so that the waste of one can be the raw material for the other, just as it happens in all ecosystems.

In many respects, we know much less about the material operation of a large city today, in terms of energy and matter flows than a Chinese peasant 3,000 years ago knew about the flows in his village. The reason is simple. For the Chinese peasant, this was a survival issue for his community, whereas the modern city takes its resources from far away and throws its waste far away as well. When doing this, the city has not had the same vital need to build for itself a faithful image of its own operation. We know, by means of accounting systems, everything about the flows within a factory as long as these flows have a monetary counterpart. Otherwise they are overlooked. Likewise, we lack accounting tools for dealing with city-wide flows. What perspective do local authorities want to get in this domain?

Many other campaigns of the socio-economic line (see its programme in Annex 7) have incidentally an important local dimension. This is in particular the case of everything concerning the “supportive economy”.


Local authorities and monetary flows

We can envisage two different dimensions for this issue. The first one concerns simply the responsibility and transparency of local authorities in the management of public budgets, the temptations such a responsibility entails and the modalities for establishing a dialogue between the local authorities and the citizens in these domains. The experience of the participatory budgets described in Annex 8 (“when the inhabitants really manage their city”) shows some innovations that are being made for establishing a dialogue with citizens on the issue of public budgets.

There is another increasingly important dimension that has to do with money itself. Money has a very long history in the organisation of exchanges. This instrument, which was for a long time a prerogative of the royal authority, has experienced in the last 20 years a fast transformation, according to the analysis made by the financial markets campaign. Annex 9 presents to this respect a prospective study about money, as implemented by the campaign. This involves notably the fast development of what has been called local currencies, e.g. the “local exchange systems”. A few experiences carried out by partners, especially in Latin America (see Annex 10) show that these complementary currencies can be scaled up to cover several hundredths thousands of people and become a structuring element of the economy.
English Translation by Claudio Alatorre
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